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Summary
The goal of this project to specify the precise
neural signals generated in the both the
linear and angular mechanotransducers of
the inner ear in vivo during transitions
between gravity states as encountered in
suborbital flight missions. A change in
gravitoinertial acceleration leads to a cascade
of events from mechanical deformation of
hair cell bundles, to hair cell membrane
potential changes, to mobilization and
presynaptic activation of hair cell
neurotransmitters, to receptor activation
across the synaptic cleft, and ends with the
modulation of afferent firing rate. The latter
part of this scheme can be viewed as an
input–output transducer that converts the
synaptic inputs to the afferent rate
modulation. The conversion is one of the
more rapid mechanisms in sensory nervous
system. Previous experimental results of our
lab are: gravitoinertial sensitivity of otolith
nerve afferents is altered as a consequence of
the animal's exposure to short and longerterm hyper-G conditions as well as µG on 9and 16-day orbital missions. The transition
from 1G to hyper-G first increases otolith
afferent sensitivity initially, followed by a
profound decrease in sensitivity for longer
exposures. The transition from hyper-G back
to 1G has the opposites effects (and back to
normal levels). Thus, the transition from
hyper-G to normal gravity may serve as an
imitator of neurovestibular sequelae to µG. A
critical gap in our understanding is the neural
response to launch, entry into reduced
gravity, and the transition back into a higher
G load. Since inertial and gravitational
accelerations
are
indistinguishable
(Einstein’s equivalency principle, 1916),
will utricular afferents still respond to

translational acceleration? In µG, this has
not been adequately tested, and is one of the
prime motivators of this study.
Model
Adult oyster toadfish, Opsanus tau, will
serve as our experimental model for testing
the neural response to transitions in G states
experienced during suborbital missions.
Thus, in the same species a comprehensive
evaluation of the neural response to µG,
hyper-G exposure, and shorter duration
transitions during launch, entry into µG, and
re-entry into Earth’s atmosphere (suborbital
study) will be made. These will be valuable
sets of data to interpret and understand the
neural response to gravity. In-flight
monitoring of multiple vestibular nerve
afferents supplying the semicircular canals
and otolith organs will be made via
implanted microelectrode arrays. The animal
habitat can accommodate 2-3 fish and is a
fully sealed ~10L tank equipped with a
battery-powered oxygenation system. The
flight habitat will be mounted to a mini-sled
platform and rail system to deliver manual
translational acceleration during the mission
to query the otolith afferents’ response to
natural stimuli. Dimensions of the habitat,
stimulus rail system, and data acquisition are
approximately 18Wx12Lx18H (inches). A
small, portable multi-channel preamplifier
will interface between the microwires and
the data acquisition system. Because the
flight duration is short, the animals'
movement can be adequately restrained.
Raw data will be acquired in-flight, and
processed later.

